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Turning Architectural Conservation Areas
Inside-out!



Architectural Conservation Areas 

•A place, area, group of 
structures or townscape of … special interest
•Or which contributes to appreciation of protected structures
- Development Plan should have clear rules as to 
what works are and are not permitted to the exterior of buildings

– the law



Architectural Conservation Areas

To be exempted development, 
works to these structures’ external 
appearance must be consistent 
with the character of the area 
Works to these structures’ 
exteriors should be judged for their 
impact on the character of the area 
Interior works exempt



What values do we see in Irish 
towns? 
Quality of life: Livability, opportunities, 
work, inclusiveness, tolerance, 
multiplicity of services, 
social diversity, 
beauty

We can manage the values we recognise



Public Realm

ACAs concerned 

with the exterior 

appearance of 

buildings, not 

their interiors



Texture of materials
Patina of age
Exact appearance of the structure 

Special Architectural, Historical, 
Archaeological, Artistic, Cultural, Scientific, 
Social and Technical interest

Character





ICOMOS Washington Charter 1987

http://www.international.icomos.org/charters/towns_e.pdf

Talks about “The various functions that the 
town or urban area has acquired over time”



‘Enhancement’ of character 



Living 
over the 
shop:
Bringing 
life back 
into a 
town



Who wants to live in a small house?



The evening economy



The evening-time 
(‘purple’) economy

Why is this image so 
striking, so unusual of 
an Irish town?



Offaly County 
Council ‐
study of 
Banagher



UNESCO

New ideas about
The socio‐cultural 
factors that make a 
place great



The Historic Urban Landscape approach in action



Urban heritage should be part of the 
planning system



Durability?

Molesworth Street Dublin,  
September 2016



cmurray@heritagecouncil.ie





May also be used to 
protect:

Designed landscapes

Structures in Parks and 
Public Gardens

‘Setting’ of a protected 
structures (where 
this is more 
extensive than the 
curtilage),

Groups of structures 
which together are 
more than the sum of 
their parts





An Architectural Conservation 
Area has a ‘setting’



1 Historic Core of an Urban Area



2 The 
experience of a 

Place

Sequence of 
spaces

Special, unique 
or rare effects



3 The big architectural 
statements!



Streetscape



4 Typical, 
but good



Details are 
Important

Roof materials and 
guttering

Render, brick - pointing 

Sash windows, doors, 
fanlights

Shop fronts - signage and 
lettering

Paint and colour

Boundary walls, paving, 
light fittings, street 
furniture 

Directional signs - traffic 
signs


